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Introduction: Culture and the State
James Gifford, University of Alberta

In May, 2003, the University of Alberta Canadian Research Chair in Language and

Literature hosted the conference “Culture and the State,” drawing scholars from

across multiple disciplinary and national divides. These four volumes represent

selections from among the papers presented at the conference, loosely divided into

thematic units that reflect the breadth of the conference’s concerns and the

viewpoints of the authors.

Under the broad rubric of ‘Culture and the State,’ this collection

addresses problems as diverse as the environment in which cultures and nations

exist, and how lived spaces exert influence over the modes of living they support.

Others include individual nationalisms (Wales, Canada, Germany, the United

States of America, Italy, and so forth); broader conceptions of national belonging

(African states, the Islamic world); Anarchy as cultural and political praxis; the

State and/in Education; Union Culture; Caste; Disability; Aboriginal and

Indigenous cultures and the State; and a host of issues that are rarely brought into

convergence. The structure of these four volumes is intended to, at least in part,

reproduce the spirit of interaction and reciprocity that the conference fostered by

bringing scholars, activists, and practitioners from these various fields into contact

to discuss both theory and practice, as well as the rich correspondences between

these fields that are too often under explored.

We are particularly pleased to bring diverse scholars into a single series

of books, where those in the Humanities can find commonalities (and differences)

with those in Empiric Psychology, Education in both theory and practice, and

Cultural Studies, as well as activists and scholars outside of maintstream academia.

Representing some of these connections, we have situated Stephen Tan’s “Engineering a

Nation: Visualizing the Fascist Landscape,” which examines Singapore, with Armando

Montilla’s “Socio-Political Phenomena and the Renaissance of the Public Space in the

City: The Caracas Case.” With both chapters examining the city as an implicitly state

controlled and political space, the question of labour or union forces, as well as
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anarchist activists and cultural producers comes to bear, leading the reader to

Anna Vaninskaya’s “Theory or Myth? Labor and the Working Class,” Esther Post’s

“‘Too concerned with culture’: Emma Goldman and the Cultural Politics of

Discourse,” and Todd Williams’ “The Security of Obedience: Evidence that

Mortality Salience Promotes Conformity to Authority.” In a similar fashion, while

Pippa Sanderson’s “(Un)heimlich Manoeuvre” discusses the role of specific sites in

the production and content of the artwork, this notion is broadened by Serenella

Iovino in “‘A Force of the Past’: Pier Paolo Pasolini’s Ethics of Cultural Landscape”

to include the ecology of cultural landscapes, which is in turn rearticulated by

Regina Cochrane in “The Sustainability of Tradition? From the Subsistence

Perspective to a Feminist Ecoregionalism.”

Other important relationships exist between Rohini Mokashi-Punekar’s

“Bhakti as Protest,” which is situated with other papers on India’s Dalits, and

Esther Post’s “‘Too concerned with culture’: Emma Goldman and the Cultural

Politics of Discourse,” which is likewise set with other works that discuss the

range of anarchist thought, and Isobel Findlay’s “Making a Co-operative Turn:

Renegotiating Culture-State Relationships.” Bringing current class/caste conflicts

into an arena of discussion with anarchist practice and Labour history creates an

opportunity for interventions that are mutually beneficial and without a move to

essentialize the unique cultural or national positions that these papers occupy.

Moreover, Len Findlay’s “‘When I hear the word “culture”’: State Syntax, Cultural

Vocabularies, and Violence” creatively theorizes interventions in Cultural and

National discourses, refreshing the reader’s approach to the variety of papers that

consider the breadth of particular moments and positions available under the

rubric of “Culture and the State.”

We hope that readers will make similar connections and will create

relationships between the individual works, just as the conference sought to

create a space for such connections among the authors and general participants.

While the exigencies of individual national travel regulations had an impact on

several conference participants’ ability to attend the event in person, especially

in our current world of ever-increasing nationalist ‘security’ measures

(restrictions on travel visas and denial of transit) and globalised healthcare

concerns over disease transmission (the S.A.R.S. crisis of 2003), these volumes
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create a truly international venue for continued development of the dialogues

begun in Edmonton under the auspices of the University of Alberta.

In preparing these volumes for publication, we again extend our thanks to the

Canadian Research Chairs programme for its support, Dr. Gary Kelly (Canada

Research Chair in Language and Literature in Society), the Department of English

at the University of Alberta, the University of Alberta Press, and the University of

Alberta itself. Likewise, we owe a debt of gratitude to each participant and speaker

who attended the “Culture and the State” conference, as well as all those who have

contributed to this book series. I would also like to personally thank my co-

coordinator and co-editor Gabrielle Zezulka-Mailloux, Dr. Gary Kelly for inspiring

this event, Dr. Len Findlay for leading the summer research institute from which

the conference developed, and Chris Govias, whose design work lent intelligibility

to an otherwise confusingly diverse event and whose organizational contributions

far exceeded the typical responsibilities of a designer.


